Dissecting dual roles of MyoD during lineage conversion to mature myocytes and myogenic stem cells
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The generation of myotubes from fibroblasts upon forced MyoD expression is a classic example of transcription factor-induced reprogramming. We recently discovered that additional modulation of signaling pathways with small molecules facilitates reprogramming to more primitive induced myogenic progenitor cells (iMPCs). Here, we dissected the transcriptional and epigenetic dynamics of mouse fibroblasts undergoing reprogramming to either myotubes or iMPCs using a MyoD-inducible transgenic model. Induction of MyoD in fibroblasts combined with the addition of small molecules generated Pax7+ iMPCs with high similarity to primary muscle stem cells. Analysis of intermediate stages of iMPC induction revealed that extinction of the fibroblast program preceded induction of the stem cell program. Moreover, key stem cell genes gained chromatin accessibility prior to their transcriptional activation, and these regions exhibited a marked loss of DNA methylation dependent on the Tet enzymes. In contrast, myotube generation was associated with few methylation changes, incomplete and unstable reprogramming, and an insensitivity to Tet depletion. Finally, we showed that MyoD’s ability to bind to unique bHLH targets was crucial for generating iMPCs but dispensable for generating myotubes. Collectively, our analyses elucidate the role of MyoD in myogenic reprogramming and derive general principles by which transcription factors and signaling pathways cooperate to rewire cell identity.
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Skeletal muscle is a tissue predominantly comprised of terminally differentiated, multinucleated myotubes responsible for motion (Yin et al. 2013; Comai and Tajbakhsh 2014; Almada and Wagers 2016). In addition, muscle contains rare mononucleated stem cells termed satellite cells, which are located in between the
sarcolemma and basal lamina of myofibers. Satellite cells are maintained in a quiescent state under homeostatic conditions but undergo activation and cell division upon muscle damage or injury. Once activated, satellite cells produce proliferative progeny (myoblasts) that differentiate into myocytes and subsequently fuse with one another or with resident myofibers to restore tissue function. Satellite cells possess remarkable therapeutic potential. Studies in mice have shown that satellite cells can be isolated from healthy donors and transplanted into diseased or damaged recipient muscles, where they engraft, differentiate, and fuse to restore tissue function (Sherwood et al. 2004; Montarras et al. 2005; Cerletti et al. 2008; Sacco et al. 2008). While satellite cells can be propagated in vitro for short periods of time (Yin et al. 2013), they cannot be permanently maintained in culture, presenting a bottleneck for mechanistic studies and a hurdle for many possible therapeutic applications.

Muscle formation (myogenesis) from satellite cells is orchestrated by a cascade of transcription factors, including the paired homeodomain-containing protein Pax7 and the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH)-containing myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs) (Brack and Rando 2012; Yin et al. 2013; Almada and Wagers 2016). Pax7 expression is restricted to satellite cells and is specifically required for their maintenance, while MRFs, including Myf5, MyoD, Myog, and Myf6 (MRF4), are activated at successive stages to drive myogenesis. Myf5, like Pax7, is expressed in quiescent and activated satellite cells, whereas MyoD protein is expressed in activated satellite cells and their progeny (i.e., myoblasts, myocytes, and myotubes). Accordingly, Myf5 and MyoD bind to shared sets of targets in myoblasts (Conerly et al. 2016), and they genetically compensate for one another during development (Rudnicki et al. 1993). Myog and Myf6 are expressed in myocytes committed toward terminal differentiation, with Myog being activated prior to Myf6 (Yin et al. 2013; Almada and Wagers 2016).

Seminal experiments by Weintraub and others (David et al. 1987; Braun et al. 1989; Edmondson and Olson 1989; Rhodes and Konieczny 1989) elucidated the fate-instructive roles of MRFs following ectopic expression in heterologous cell types. Specifically, forced expression of MyoD and other MRFs was shown to be sufficient for the direct conversion of fibroblasts to myoblasts/myotubes, a process commonly referred to as “transdifferentiation.” While myogenic transdifferentiation has been a powerful tool to dissect the mechanisms by which MyoD rewires cell identity, the resultant myotubes are typically postmitotic and often incompletely reprogrammed (Manandhar et al. 2017; Cacchiarelli et al. 2018), consistent with observations in other transdifferentiation systems (Xu et al. 2015). In an effort to overcome these limitations, we recently showed that transient expression of MyoD, combined with exposure to particular small molecules generates induced myogenic progenitor cells (iMPCs) that share key hallmarks with satellite cells (Bar-Nur et al. 2018). Notably, the small molecules that facilitate the generation of iMPCs also facilitate the reprogramming of fibroblasts to iPSCs and include the cyclic AMP agonist forskolin (“R”), and the GSK3-β inhibitor CHIR99021 (“C”), collectively abbreviated as FRC [Maherali and Hochedlinger 2009; Xu et al. 2013; Bar-Nur et al. 2018]. Like satellite cells, iMPCs induced by MyoD + FRC express Pax7 in a subset of cells and require Pax7 for their maintenance; iMPCs spontaneously differentiate into contractile, multinucleated myotubes in vitro and regenerate myofibers in vivo when transplanted into dystrophic or wild-type mice; iMPCs also sustain myogenesis after repeated injury and populate the satellite cell niche in transplant recipients [Bar-Nur et al. 2018]. In contrast to satellite cells, however, iMPCs can be extensively cultured in vitro without losing Pax7 expression or diminishing their myogenic potential. We refer to the particular lineage conversion process that generates iMPCs as “dedifferentiation” to indicate the gain in differentiation potential compared with the classical transdifferentiation paradigm.

Our recent discovery of iMPCs raises fundamental questions that are the basis for the present study. For example, it is unclear how the activity of a single transcription factor such as MyoD leads to a terminally differentiated cell type in one context (i.e., myocytes during transdifferentiation) and to an adult stem-like cell type in another context (i.e., iMPCs during dedifferentiation). Specifically, we lack insight into the molecular players and associated mechanisms that differentially rewire transcriptional and epigenetic patterns of fibroblasts toward either myocytes or iMPCs. Moreover, our understanding of the extent to which myotubes/iMPCs are stably reprogrammed and their resemblance to counterparts in vivo is incomplete. Addressing these questions is relevant not only for our basic understanding of transcription factor-dependent cell fate transitions but also for realizing the potential therapeutic utility of our reprogramming approach, as it may enable the capture of human muscle stem cell-like cells directly from fibroblasts in the future. By leveraging a novel MyoD-inducible transgenic model, we show here that MyoD and small molecules cooperatively reprogram cell identity toward a stable, self-renewing satellite cell-like state, whereas MyoD expression alone yields an unstable myogenic state. We also provide insights into the transcriptional, chromatin, and DNA methylation processes that underlie these profoundly different outcomes in cell fate, and propose strategies to produce stable, faithfully reprogrammed cell types in other transdifferentiation contexts.

Results

A versatile MyoD-inducible system for the study of muscle lineage reprogramming

To dissect the mechanisms of myogenic reprogramming, we developed a novel Myod1-inducible transgenic model in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and mice. Briefly, we introduced a single copy of Myod1 cDNA under the control of a doxycycline (Dox)-inducible promoter into the inert ColIa1 3’ UTR using site-specific recombination in KH2 ESCs [Hochedlinger et al. 2005]. Correctly targeted ESCs were used to generate mice that were subsequently bred...
to animals harboring the Rosa26 promoter-driven M2rtTA Dox-dependent transactivator as well as a satellite cell-specific Pax7-nGFP reporter (Fig. 1A; Sambasivan et al. 2009). Offspring carrying Col1a1-tetO-MyoD1, Rosa26-M2rtTA, and Pax7-nGFP were then used to derive murine embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and treated with Dox to

Figure 1. A versatile MyoD-inducible system for the study of myogenic reprogramming. (A) Development of a doxycycline (Dox)-inducible MyoD transgenic system for studying myogenic reprogramming to myocytes and iMPCs. (B) Representative bright-field images of MEFs exposed to MyoD, FRC, or MyoD + FRC for 10 d. Scale bar, 100 µm. White arrowheads highlight myotubes; black arrowheads highlight iMPC colonies. (C) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis for myogenic markers after 10 d of exposure of MEFs to MyoD, FRC, or MyoD + FRC. Values normalized to untreated MEFs. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3). Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test: (*** P < 0.001, **** P < 0.0001). (D) FACS analysis for Pax7-nGFP+ cells using MEFs exposed to MyoD, FRC, or MyoD + FRC. (E) Immunofluorescence images showing expression of MyoD, Desmin (Des), and Pax7-nGFP in MEFs exposed for 10 d to MyoD or MyoD + FRC. Arrowheads indicate Pax7-nGFP+ cells. (F) Assay to determine temporal requirement of MyoD expression (Dox) to generate Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs at day 10. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 2). (G) Time-course FACS analysis for Pax7-nGFP+ cells using transgenic MEFs exposed to the indicated small molecules for 10 d (H) or three passages (I). Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3).
induce transdifferentiation (referred to as the “MyoD” condition) or with Dox and FRC to induce dedifferentiation (referred to as the “MyoD + FRC” condition). MyoD protein was specifically and homogeneously induced in transgenic MEFs exposed to the MyoD condition (Supplemental Fig. S1A). We readily obtained multinucleated myotubes expressing Myog and Myh1 with the MyoD condition, while we obtained heterogeneous iMPC cultures expressing Myog, Myh1, and Pax7 with the MyoD + FRC condition [Fig. 1B,C, Supplemental Fig. S1B]. Importantly, we also detected Pax7+ cells by immunofluorescence (IF) and flow cytometry in ~10–20% of cells exposed to the MyoD + FRC condition, but such cells were absent from the MyoD condition [Fig. 1D,E, Supplemental Fig. S1C]. Exogenous MyoD expression was required for a minimum of 2 d to detect Pax7-nGFP+ cells by day 10, and the percentage of Pax7-nGFP+ cells further increased to ~12% with 6 d of MyoD induction before plateauing [Fig. 1F]. Intriguingly, Pax7-nGFP+ cells appeared earlier (around day 5) in cultures of MEFs carrying two copies of Col1a1-tetO-Myod1 and R26-M2rtTA compared with MEFs carrying only one copy [about day 7] [Fig. 1G, Supplemental Fig. S1D], indicating a dose-dependent effect of MyoD on dedifferentiation. Finally, we found that the cyclic AMP agonist forskolin (F) and the Gsk3 inhibitor CHIR99021 (C) were sufficient for the induction of iMPCs, whereas F and the Tgf-β inhibitor RepSox (R) were sufficient for the maintenance of iMPCs with our system, highlighting context-specific roles of Gsk3/Wnt and Tgf-β signaling [Fig. 1H,L].

For consistency, we used FRC together with MEFs heterozygous for Col1a1-tetO-Myod1, Rosa26-M2rtTA, and Pax7-nGFP [referred to as MyoD-inducible MEFs] for experiments in the remainder of this study.

**iMPCs share key transcriptional and epigenetic characteristics with satellite cells**

To determine the overall molecular similarity of iMPCs derived with our transgenic system compared with bona fide muscle stem cells, we performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and ATAC sequencing (ATAC-seq) of Pax7-nGFP+ cells purified from established, Dox-independent iMPC cultures and primary muscle tissue (referred to as freshly isolated satellite cells [fSCs]) [Fig. 2A]. Additionally, we cultured fSCs in vitro for 6 d before purifying Pax7-nGFP+ cells, which enabled activation and short-term expansion of satellite cells (referred to as cultured satellite cells [cSCs]) [Fig. 2A]. Principal component analysis (PCA) revealed that Pax7-nGFP+ cells clustered away from MEFs, with iMPCs showing highest similarity to cSCs at the transcriptional level and to both fSCs and cSCs at the chromatin level [Fig. 2B]. A comparison of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between MEFs and either iMPCs, fSCs, or cSCs revealed a large group of commonly down-regulated genes (n = 1423) associated with fibroblast identity, including Thy1, Col2a1, and Snail1 as well as an equally large group of commonly up-regulated genes (n = 1861) associated with muscle stem cell identity, including Pax7, Myf5, and Myod1 [Fig. 2C, D, Supplemental Fig. S1E,F]. Our ATAC-seq analysis of differentially accessible regions (DARs) between these samples yielded similar results as our RNA-seq/DEG analysis, with MEF-associated loci (e.g., Thy1, Runx1, and Col2a1) being closed and stem cell-associated loci (e.g., Pax7, Myf5, and Myod1) being opened in iMPCs, fSCs, and cSCs relative to MEFs [Supplemental Fig. S1G, H]. Supporting the molecular similarity of iMPCs to fSCs and cSCs, we found that Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs showed a forward/side scatter profile that overlapped with that of both fSCs and cSCs, and the Pax7-nGFP intensity of iMPCs was in between that of fSCs and cSCs [Supplemental Fig. S1I,J]. Moreover, we showed by IF that ~60% of mononucleated Pax7+ cells were MyoD+, which resembles phenotypic fSCs, while the remaining 40% were MyoD+, which resembles phenotypic cSCs [Fig. 2E,F]. These results suggest that Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs generated with our transgenic system acquired a transcriptional, epigenetic, and immunophenotypic state similar to muscle stem cells from adult mouse muscle.

To further define the heterogeneity of iMPCs relative to fSCs and cSCs, we performed single-cell RNA-seq analysis using the Chromium 10X platform. UMAP embedding of our samples suggested that iMPCs were overall closer to cSCs than to fSCs [Fig. 2G], consistent with our bulk RNA-seq data [Fig. 2B]. Moreover, the majority of iMPCs expressed not only common fSC/cSC markers (e.g., Pax7, Fgfr4, and Cdhl15) but also markers primarily associated with fSCs (e.g., Msc and Hey1) or cSCs (e.g., Ccnb1 and Cdc23), suggesting that iMPCs assume an intermediate state between fSCs and cSCs [Fig. 2H, Supplemental Fig. S1K]. Of note, we detected small subpopulations of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs and cSCs that expressed the early commitment marker Myog, were closely aligned with differentiating cSCs (i.e., cSCs exposed to horse serum) in the UMAP embedding, and lacked endogenous expression of the satellite cell markers Pax7 and Msc. These observations indicated that Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs, like Pax7-nGFP+ cSCs, contain primitive myogenic precursors as well as differentiating progeny, reflecting the various physiological stages of myogenesis [Fig. 2H]. Intriguingly, we found that several components of the Notch signaling pathway previously implicated in satellite cell maintenance (Conboy et al. 2003; Mourikis et al. 2012) were differentially expressed between these two subsets of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs and cSCs. Specifically, Pax7-nGFP+ cells with endogenous Pax7 mRNA signal expressed the Notch receptor Notch3 and the canonical Notch target gene Hey1, while Pax7-nGFP+ cells lacking endogenous Pax7 mRNA signal expressed the Notch ligand Dll1 and the Notch inhibitor Hes6, which mirrored the expression pattern of Myog [Fig. 2H, J]. We confirmed these results using RNA-seq analysis of FACS-purified Pax7-nGFPhigh and Pax7-nGFPlow cells from an established iMPC bulk culture (see Supplemental Fig. S1L for gating strategy). Indeed, Pax7-nGFPhigh cells expressed higher levels of muscle stem/progenitor cell-associated genes and Notch targets including Pax7, Myf5, Dmrt2 and Notch3, Hey1, Hey1, whereas Pax7-nGFPlow cells expressed higher levels of differentiation-associated genes and Notch ligands/Notch repressors including Myog, Mef2a, Mir-133b and...
Figure 2. Pax7+ iMPCs share key characteristics with satellite cells. (A) Experimental outline to isolate Pax7-nGFP+ fresh SCs (fSCs), cultured SCs (cSCs), and iMPCs. (Dox WD) Dox withdrawal. (B) PCA of RNA-seq and ATAC-seq data for the indicated samples (n = 2 per sample). (C) Venn diagram showing the overlap of up-regulated and down-regulated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) when comparing MEFs with either iMPCs, fSCs, or cSCs (n = 2 per sample). (D) RNA-seq gene tracks of representative myogenic genes highlighted in C. (E) Immunofluorescence images showing expression of MyoD, Des, and Pax7-nGFP in established iMPCs maintained in FRC without exogenous MyoD (Dox). Scale bar, 10 µm. (F) Quantification of Pax7+/MyoD− and Pax7+/MyoD+ iMPC subsets shown in E. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 4). (G) UMAP embedding of single-cell RNA-seq data for indicated samples. (H) Expression of representative genes using the same embedding as in G. (I) Heat map showing differentially expressed marker genes (RNA-seq) between Pax7-nGFP(high) (n = 2) and Pax7-nGFP(low) (n = 2) iMPCs. (K) Effect of DAPT [Notch inhibitor] on iMPC maintenance.
Silencing of the MEF program precedes induction of the muscle stem cell program

Having established fundamental similarities between iMPCs and native muscle stem and progenitor cells, we next sought to infer a molecular logic of dedifferentiation. We therefore treated our MyoD-inducible MEFs with Dox in the presence of FRC for 2, 4, 6, or 8 d before harvesting cells for RNA-seq (Fig. 3A). We isolated RNA from both bulk cultures as well as FACS-purified Pax7-nGFP+ cells at day 8. In addition, we isolated RNA from FACS-purified Pax7-nGFP+ cells following 8 d of Dox induction and 2 d of Dox withdrawal [day 10 time point] to assess the stability of transcriptional changes. PCA of these samples including iSCs and cSCs showed a progressive rewiring of transcriptional patterns from a MEF state toward a muscle stem cell-like state (Fig. 3B,C). Critically, transcriptional patterns of purified Pax7-nGFP+ cells at days 8 and 10 were closely aligned and most similar to cSCs, indicating that the induction of Pax7-nGFP signifies the acquisition of a stable muscle stem cell-like state regardless of the continuous presence of exogenous MyoD expression (Fig. 3B,C).

We next dissected the dynamics with which the fibroblast program is extinguished and the myogenic stem cell program induced during dedifferentiation by focusing on DEGs that distinguish MEFs from muscle stem/progenitor cells [i.e., Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs, iSCs, and cSCs]. This analysis revealed a gradual down-regulation of fibroblast genes [e.g., Col2a1, Tgfb1, and Vim] between days 2 and 8, which became further suppressed in Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs (Fig. 3D). In contrast, we observed a late induction of muscle stem cell-associated genes [e.g., Pax7, Myf5, and Notch3] between days 4 and 8, which was again most robust in cells that activated Pax7-nGFP (Fig. 3D). We used k-means clustering of the temporal gene expression profiles to refine the dynamics of transcriptional changes in an unbiased manner and to infer functionally relevant gene categories beyond MEF/iMPC-enriched genes. We observed groups of genes that were up-regulated early, gradually, or late in MEFs exposed to MyoD + FRC, and these were enriched for the GO categories “cell adhesion” and “muscle development” [e.g., Myog and Me2a], “muscle contraction” [e.g., Myh1 and Atp2a1], and “muscle stem cell function” [e.g., Pax7 and Cxcr4], respectively (Fig. 3E). This observation suggested that muscle genes associated with structural and developmental functions are reprogrammed more readily than are muscle genes associated with stem cell function. Additionally, we observed a group of genes that was induced transiently between days 2 and 4 [transiently UP-I] with association to alternative nonmuscle and nonfibroblast lineages, particularly “neurogenesis” and “cell morphogenesis” [e.g., Snap25, and Nrcam] (Fig. 3E). This finding is consistent with the previous observation that myogenic and neurogenic bHLH transcription factors bind to shared E-box targets (Fong et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2020). Another group of genes with transient expression between days 2 and 8 [transiently UP-II] was associated with the GO categories “cell adhesion” and “metabolic regulation” [e.g., Dcn, Lum, Ccl11, and Col18a1], pointing to a possible remodeling of the extracellular matrix and reprogramming of the metabolic state during dedifferentiation (Fig. 3E).
Figure 3. PRC2-dependent, gradual silencing of the fibroblast program precedes late induction of the stem cell program. (A) Experimental outline to study transcriptional dynamics of dedifferentiation. Pax7-nGFP⁺ fSC, cSC, and iMPC (d10) samples are identical to those in Figure 2. (B) PCA of RNA-seq data for the indicated samples (n = 2 per sample). (C) Hierarchical clustering dendrogram of RNA-seq data for the indicated samples. (D) Heat maps of gene expression (z-scores of log₂ transformed RPKM relative to all samples) for genes differentially expressed (fold change [FC] > 2, FDR < 0.01) in iMPCs (GFP⁺) and at least fSCs or cSCs compared with MEFs (n = 2 for each). (E) k-means clustering of temporal bulk gene expression profiles with representative GO terms and genes shown below. Gene expression was normalized and scaled from minimum to maximum among MEFs, reprogramming intermediates (d2–d8) and iMPCs. (F) UMAP embedding of single-cell RNA-seq data of MEFs, Pax7-nGFP⁺ iMPCs, and intermediates (Dox + FRC d2, d4, and d8). Dotted oval indicates Myog⁺ population common to days 4 and 8 and iMPCs. (G) Expression of representative genes using the same UMAP embedding as in F. (H) Quantification of Pax7-nGFP⁺ cells using MEFs exposed to MyoD + FRC and indicated siRNAs for 10 d. Targeted genes are highlighted with red dots in D. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3). Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test: (***) P < 0.001, (****) P < 0.0001. (I) Effect of DZNep (Ezh2 inhibitor) on iMPC maintenance. (J) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis for indicated fibroblast and myogenic markers after 2 d of exposure to MyoD + FRC with or without DZNep. Values normalized to MEFs. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3). Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test: (****) P < 0.0001, (n.s.) not significant.
intermediates around day 4, coinciding with the silencing of the MEF program and the early induction of the iPSC program [Fig. 3I]. We hypothesize that this transient expression pattern might therefore reflect a transcriptionally more promiscuous state as part of the dedifferentiation process rather than the parallel emergence of alternative (e.g., neuronal) cell types.

Perturbation of candidate genes reveals a role of PRC2 in MEF program silencing

We next determined whether genes that dynamically change during dedifferentiation are required for the generation of iPSCs. We selected three transcription factors (i.e., Ebf3, Myf5, and Atad2) and six chromatin regulators (i.e., Suz12, Ezh2, Setdb1, Hdac4, Kdm3a, and Chd7) for further analysis as they were progressively up-regulated during dedifferentiation (Fig. 3D; Supplemental Fig. S3D). Suppression of five of these nine regulators (Ebf3, Suz12, Ezh2, Hdac4, and Kdm3a) with siRNAs significantly impaired the formation of Pax7-nGFP+ iPSCs, indicating they play a functional role during dedifferentiation (Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S3E). The fact that siRNAs targeting both Ezh2 and Suz12, which are key components of the Polycomb repressive complex 2 [PRC2], scored in our assay implied that dedifferentiation may require PRC2 activity. In support of this notion, we found that fibroblast-associated genes that became down-regulated during dedifferentiation were enriched for binding of the Polycomb complexes PRC1 (e.g., Rnf2) and PRC2 (e.g., Ezh2, Suz12, and Jarid2) (Supplemental Fig. S3F). Moreover, the treatment of MEFs undergoing dedifferentiation with the Ezh2 inhibitor DZNep failed to produce any Pax7-nGFP+ cells, suggesting that PRC2 is required for the generation of iPSCs (Fig. 3K). Last, we found that the MEF markers Col2a1 and Krt18 failed to be effectively silenced, whereas the muscle markers Myog and Six1 remained unaffected in early (day 2) dedifferentiation intermediates exposed to DZNep (Fig. 3L). These experiments validated the functional importance of dynamically expressed transcription/chromatin factors during dedifferentiation and uncovered a critical role of PRC2 in silencing the MEF program.

Muscle stem cell loci gain chromatin accessibility prior to transcriptional activation

The dynamic changes in gene expression we observed during dedifferentiation implied a gradual remodeling of chromatin organization that is mediated by MyoD (Cao et al. 2010; Dall’Agnese et al. 2019) and possibly other transcription factors together with FRC. To explore this possibility, we performed chromatin accessibility and motif enrichment analyses during dedifferentiation using ATAC-seq analysis. Consistent with our transcriptional data, chromatin accessibility gradually changed from a fibroblast to an iPSC state with the most profound changes detected in Pax7-nGFP+ iPSCs [Fig. 4A,B; Supplemental Fig. S4A]. Motifs enriched within differentially accessible regions [DARs] that closed in iPSCs relative to MEFs included transcription factor sites for AP-1 family members (Fos1, Fos2, JunB, and JunD) and Runx1 and Gli2 previously implicated in fibroblast identity (Fig. 4C; Chronis et al. 2017). In contrast, motifs enriched within DARs that opened in iPSCs relative to MEFs included the canonical myogenic regulatory factor [MRF] binding sequence [CAGCTG] as expected. Notably, MRF binding sites were also highly enriched in fSCs/cSCs based on ATAC-seq analysis, consistent with the reported ability of MRMs and Pax7 to open chromatin and bind to shared regulatory regions in myogenic cells [Fig. 4C; Supplemental Fig. S4B,C; Conerly et al. 2016; Lilja et al. 2017]. When we compared our ATAC-seq data with a previously published ChIP-seq data set for MyoD (Conerly et al., 2016), we found that sites with the strongest MyoD enrichment (top 10%) led to a more significant increase in chromatin accessibility along our dedifferentiation time course than sites with the weakest MyoD enrichment (bottom 10%) [Fig. 4D; Supplemental Fig. S4D], confirming and extending the recent observation that MyoD binding strength directly correlates with the degree of chromatin opening [Lee et al. 2020]. In addition to E-box motifs recognized by bHLH factors (i.e., MyoD, Myog, and Tcf12), we detected motifs recognized by the Pbx3/Meis2/Meis3 factors in iPSCs, which serve as cofactors for MyoD, as well as motifs for Six1/Six2 proteins previously implicated in myogenesis [Fig. 4C; Comai and Tajbakhsh 2014]. Importantly, mRNAs for these muscle-associated transcription factors were up-regulated during dedifferentiation [Fig. 4E], and their knockdown with siRNAs impaired the formation of Pax7-nGFP+ iPSCs, suggesting functional relevance [Fig. 4F]. These analyses confirm our hypothesis that dedifferentiation leads to a progressive reorganization of chromatin structure that appears to be largely driven by MRMs and related myogenic transcription factors such as Six1 and Tcf12.

To understand whether changes to chromatin accessibility are causal or consequential to transcriptional changes, we analyzed the relationship between the up-regulation of gene expression during dedifferentiation (see Fig. 3) and the gain of chromatin accessibility at the corresponding transcriptional start sites [TSSs] and distal “non-TSS” sites typically associated with enhancers. We defined genes that either increased expression and gained accessibility simultaneously or gained accessibility prior to increased expression [Fig. 4G; Supplemental Fig. S4E]. Notably, canonical muscle regulators and structural muscle genes (e.g., GO term “muscle tissue development”) such as Mef2c, Myh1, and Myl1 increased expression simultaneously with changes to accessibility, pointing to immediate, direct effects of exogenous MyoD expression [Fig. 4G; Supplemental Fig. S4E]. In contrast, muscle stem/progenitor cell-associated genes (e.g., GO term “muscle stem cell development”), including Pax7, Heyl, and Msc, gained accessibility prior to transcriptional activation, suggesting a gradual indirect process that is initiated by exogenous MyoD expression in combination with FRC [Fig. 4G; Supplemental Fig. S4E]. Thus, our comparison of chromatin and transcriptional changes during dedifferentiation allowed us to classify responsive genes with different
Figure 4. Chromatin opening at stem cell loci precedes their transcriptional activation. (A) PCA of ATAC-seq data for the indicated samples \( (n = 2 \text{ per sample}) \). (B) Heat maps showing differentially accessible regions (DARs) that open or close (FC > 2, FDR < 0.01) in iMPCs [nGFP+] compared with MEFs. (C) Transcription factor motif analysis using DARs that open or close in iMPCs (Pax7-nGFP+) compared with MEFs. (D) Box plots of the levels of ATAC-seq signal (z-scores of log2 transformed RPKM relative to all samples) among subsets of MyoD-enriched sites with the strongest (top 10%, \( n = 4482 \)) and the weakest (bottom 10%, \( n = 3884 \)) MyoD occupancy calculated from public ChIP-seq data; two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. (E) Expression levels of indicated genes during dedifferentiation (RNA-seq). Values for \( \text{Six1} \) and \( \text{Tcf12} \) are relative to MEFs, while values for \( \text{Jund} \) and \( \text{Fosl2} \) are relative to iMPCs. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (\( n = 2 \)). (F) FACS analysis of Pax7-nGFP+ cells using MyoD-inducible MEFs exposed to indicated siRNAs. Targeted genes are highlighted with red dots in B. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (\( n = 3 \)). Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test: \( * * * \) \( P < 0.001 \). (G) Joint clustering analysis of RNA-seq and ATAC-seq dynamics for promoter regions (TSS ± 3 kb). RNA-seq expression (RPKM) and ATAC-seq signal (read density over TSS ± 3 kb) are normalized to the range between minimal and maximal levels for each gene. Representative gene tracks for each category are shown below. (H) Detection of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs using MEFs upon lentiviral overexpression of different MRFs. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (\( n = 3 \)). (I) Detection of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs using MEFs (p3) derived from MRF-overexpressing MEFs. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (\( n = 3 \)). (J) Experimental outline to determine the roles of \( \text{Myf5} \) and \( \text{Myod1} \) in iMPC establishment and maintenance. (R26 reporter) Cre-dependent Rosa26-GFP (R26NG) reporter. (K) Quantification of GFP+ cells in iMPCs (p3) derived from Myod1−/−, Myod1+/−, and MyoD−/− embryos. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (\( n = 2 \)). (L) Immunofluorescence images showing expression of MyoD, Des, and Rosa26-GFP after exposure of cdHomo and cdHet iMPCs (scale bar, 50 µm) to differentiation medium (DM; 2% horse serum) for 4 d following expansion in FRC for 6 d. Arrowheads for cdHomo iMPCs depict GFP+/Des+ myotubes. Arrowheads for cdHet iMPCs depict GFP+/Des− myotubes.
functional roles, with early responders being enriched for generic muscle function and late responders being enriched for stem cell function.

**Distinct roles for MRFs in the induction and maintenance of iMPCs**

Our observation that MRF recognition sequences were among the most enriched motifs in dedifferentiation intermediates and iMPCs using ATAC-seq analysis (Fig. 4C, Supplemental Fig. S4C) raised the question of whether MRFs other than MyoD are sufficient for the generation of iMPCs. Indeed, ectopic expression of each of the four MRFs (Myf5, MyoD, Myog, and Myf6) in MEFs gave rise to Myh1/Myog-expressing myotubes in the absence of FRC (Supplemental Fig. S4F,G), confirming and extending previous transdifferentiation results in immortalized fibroblasts [Davis et al. 1987; Braun et al. 1989; Edmondson and Olson 1989; Rhodes and Konieczny 1989]. In the presence of FRC, expression of Myf5 and, to a lesser extent, expression of Myf6 also gave rise to transgene-independent Pax7-nGFP+ cells that could be propagated for at least three passages, although the fraction of Pax7-nGFP+ cells and the intensity of Pax7-nGFP signal remained lower than those of iMPCs generated with MyoD (Fig. 4H,I, Supplemental Fig. S4F,G; data not shown). Forced Myog expression was unable to generate Pax7-nGFP+ cells (Fig. 4H,I, Supplemental Fig. S4F,G). Unexpectedly, forced Pax7 expression also failed to give rise to either myocytes or iMPC-like colonies (Supplemental Fig. S4H). Thus, MRFs associated with both satellite cells and myoblasts (i.e., Myf5 and MyoD) are proficient in generating iMPCs, whereas MRFs associated with myogenic commitment and terminal differentiation (i.e., Myog and Myf6), as well as those exclusively associated with postnatal satellite cells (i.e., Pax7), are much less effective or deficient in generating phenotypic iMPCs.

To assess the requirement of MRFs for the induction and maintenance of iMPCs, we derived conditional double heterozygous (cdHet) Myf5+/−, Myod1+/− control MEFs and conditional double-homozygous (cdHomo) Myf5−/−, Myod1−/− experimental MEFs [Fig. 4J]. To determine the functional role of Myf5/Myod1 in the establishment of iMPCs, we transduced cdHet and cdHomo MEFs with a Cre-expressing adenoviral vector as well as a Dox-inducible Myod1/rtTA-expressing vector to induce dedifferentiation. We detected normal levels of Pax7, Myh1, and Myog in cdHet + Cre and cdHomo + Cre cells after 10 d of dedifferentiation, indicating that endogenous Myf5 and Myod1 are not required for the acquisition of iMPCs [Supplemental Fig. S5A,B]. To determine the functional role of Myf5/Myod1 in the maintenance of iMPCs, we established cdHet and cdHomo iMPCs with adenoviral Cre before measuring the fraction of Cre-recombined Rosa26-GFP reporter-positive (GFP+) cells over time [Fig. 4J]. Notably, the fraction of GFP+ cdHomo + Cre experimental iMPCs [Fig. 4K, dark red line] progressively declined over three passages, while the fraction of GFP+ cdHet + Cre control iMPCs [Fig. 4K, dark blue line] remained stable over the same time period, indicating that both Myf5 and Myod1 are required for the maintenance of iMPCs [Fig. 4K]. Indeed, reinduction of the lentiviral MyoD overexpression construct with Dox was sufficient to rescue the growth defect of cdHomo + Cre iMPCs [Supplemental Fig. S5C]. Moreover, we found that GFP+ cdHomo + Cre iMPCs were enlarged compared with GFP+ cdHet + Cre iMPCs and lacked multinucleated myotubes and Desmin expression [Fig. 4L, Supplemental Fig. S5D-G], pointing to a severe differentiation defect that parallels Myf5/Myod1-deficient satellite cells [Yamamoto et al. 2018]. In sum, our data defined distinct roles for endogenous MRFs in the establishment versus maintenance of iMPCs and uncovered additional functional similarities with satellite cells.

**Active DNA demethylation by Tet enzymes is required for the generation of iMPCs**

The regulatory regions of several MRFs, including Myf5 and Myog, undergo dynamic changes to DNA methylation during myogenesis, which correlates with gene expression [Carrió et al. 2015]. These observations raised the question of whether MyoD-induced dedifferentiation involves changes to DNA methylation and whether DNA methylation itself is required for the generation of iMPCs. To measure methylation patterns during dedifferentiation, we performed reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) of MEFs, Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs, and intermediates [d4, d6, and d8] [Supplemental Fig. S6A]. We observed a gradual and targeted loss of DNA methylation but extremely few gains in DNA methylation, which occurred almost exclusively late in dedifferentiation [Fig. 5A]. Gained DMRs were nearby fibroblast-associated genes undergoing silencing such as Twist2 and Coll1a1, while lost DMRs were nearby muscle-associated genes that underwent transcriptional activation such as Myog and Sis1 as well as the Notch pathway components Notch3 and Hey1 [Fig. 5B,C]. Critically, these regions were also methylated and demethylated, respectively, in either fSCs or cSCs, suggesting they are physiologically relevant [Fig. 5B,C].

DMRs with reduced methylation in iMPCs relative to MEFs were associated with regions that gained chromatin accessibility but not with regions that lost chromatin accessibility [Fig. 5D, Supplemental Fig. S6B] and showed a parallel pattern in fSCs and cSCs, suggesting biological significance [Fig. 5D]. Moreover, these regions were enriched for transcription factor motifs associated with myogenic stem and progenitor cells, including MyoD, Six1, and Pax7 [Fig. 5E]. Indeed, we observed a significant enrichment for ChIP-seq-validated MyoD binding sites among DMRs with reduced methylation compared with all detected CpGs, including at the key myogenic genes Myf5, Heyl, and Pbx1 [Fig. 5F]. Of note, DMRs that lost methylation and gained accessibility were also enriched for enhancers previously characterized in satellite cells [Fig. 5G; Supplemental Fig. S6C,D], as exemplified by the gene Mamstr [Fig. 5H]. Thus, demethylation is enriched at open chromatin sites associated with MyoD binding and satellite cell-specific regulatory elements.
Figure 5. Active DNA demethylation is required, while de novo methylation is dispensable for reprogramming to a Pax7+ state. (A) Number of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) that are gained or lost when comparing MEFs with the indicated time points using RRBS analysis (FDR < 0.01, CpGs > 8, and difference > 0.2). (B) Heat maps showing DMRs that are gained or lost between MEFs and iMPCs, with inclusion of fSC and cSC samples. (C) Genome browser tracks of representative DMRs shown in B. (D) Violin plots showing DNA methylation (DNAme) levels for CpGs located within DARs (differentially accessible regions) that open (n = 6756) or close (n = 3516) between MEFs and iMPCs. (E) Transcription factor motif enrichment for regions that gain accessibility and lose methylation [Pax7-nGFP+ d10 iMPCs vs. MEFs]. (F) Scatter plot showing correlation between global DNAme (1-kb tiles, n = 345,904) and known MyoD targets (n = 10,733) when comparing MEFs (n = 2) with Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs d10 (n = 2). (G) Violin plots for DNAme at CpGs located within cSC-specific enhancers (n = 639). (H) Genome browser track showing chromatin accessibility and DNAme changes at the Mamstr locus during dedifferentiation and in established iMPCs, fSCs, and cSCs. (I) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis for Pax7 in conditional Dnmt3a knockout (Dnmt3a fl/fl) or Dnmt3b knockout (Dnmt3b fl/fl) MEFs exposed to Cre and MyoD + FRC for 10 d. Values normalized to untreated control (no Cre, MyoD, or FRC). Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3). Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test: (n.s.) not significant. (J) Detection of Pax7-nGFP+ cells using MyoD-inducible MEFs overexpressing a Tet2 WT or Tet2 HD (catalytic mutant) lentiviral construct. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3). Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test: (****) P < 0.0001, (****) P < 0.001, (***) P < 0.01, (**) P < 0.05, (+) P < 0.1, (−) P > 0.1. (K) Dot blot analysis for global 5hmC levels in MEFs and dedifferentiation intermediates. [N, top] Values are normalized to methylene blue and MEFs (n = 1).
To determine whether methylation and demethylation are required for dedifferentiation, we assessed the expression and functional roles of enzymes responsible for de novo methylation (Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b), maintenance methylation (Dnmt1), and demethylation (Tet1, Tet2, and Tet3). Dnmt3a/Dnmt3b as well as Tet1/Tet2 and, to a lesser extent, Tet3 were transcriptionally up-regulated during dedifferentiation as well as in established iMPCs relative to MEFs (Supplemental Fig. S6E). However, neither Cre-mediated deletion of Dnmt3a or Dnmt3b nor siRNA-mediated knockdown of Dnmt1 had a discernable effect on the formation of iMPCs [Fig. 5J, K; Supplemental Fig. S6f–h]. In contrast, knockdown of the Tet enzymes reduced the formation of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs by ∼50%–60% [Fig. 5j, k, Supplemental Fig. S6l], and treatment with the pan-Tet inhibitor DMOG [Amouroux et al. 2016] completely abrogated the formation of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs [Fig. 5L]. Conversely, retroviral overexpression of catalytically active Tet2 significantly enhanced the generation of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs, while forced expression of a catalytically inactive Tet2 mutant had no effect [Fig. 5M, Supplemental Fig. S6j, k]. Supporting the role of Tet enzymes in DNA demethylation, we observed a marked increase of global 5mC levels between days 4 and 6 of dedifferentiation [Fig. 5N], which preceded the loss of 5mC levels between days 6 and 10 [Fig. 5A]. These results showed that Tet-mediated demethylation is required and limiting for cellular dedifferentiation to iMPCs, while de novo methylation via Dnmt3a or Dnmt3b is dispensable for dedifferentiation.

**Dedifferentiation and transdifferentiation follow different trajectories**

Key stem/progenitor cell markers such as Pax7 and Lgr5 were up-regulated in the MyoD + FRC condition but not in the MyoD or FRC conditions, suggesting that MyoD and FRC cooperate to rewire transcriptional and epigenetic patterns [Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S2]. To further investigate this observation, we assessed the individual and shared contributions of MyoD, FRC, and MyoD + FRC to transcription, chromatin accessibility, and DNA methylation [Fig. 6A]. Analysis of up-regulated DEGs and gained DARs between untreated MEFs and MEFs exposed to either MyoD, FRC, or MyoD + FRC suggested that MyoD’s individual role is the induction of a myogenic program as predicted [e.g., GO terms “muscle tissue development” and “muscle cell differentiation”], while FRC’s individual role appears to be the rewiring of cell adhesion and metabolism-related programs [e.g., GO terms “metabolic process” and “cell adhesion”]. Importantly, muscle stem cell-specific genes such as Pax7, Myf5, and Fgfr4 were up-regulated and gained accessibility exclusively in the MyoD + FRC condition [Fig. 6B, C; Supplemental Fig. S7A], supporting cooperative effects between MyoD and FRC. Analogous to the exclusive up-regulation of muscle stem cell genes during dedifferentiation, we observed the exclusive down-regulation of certain fibroblast-associated genes including Tgfb1 and junk in the MyoD + FRC condition (Supplemental Fig. S7A–C). Together, these results suggested that MyoD and FRC act in concert to more effectively silence the fibroblast program and specifically induce the muscle stem cell-like program.

To understand whether transdifferentiation and dedifferentiation are distinct processes or whether they share a common molecular trajectory, we performed single-cell RNA-seq of MEFs expressing MyoD and compared results with our previous single-cell data of MEFs expressing MyoD + FRC. When we compared all samples using either UMAP or diffusion pseudotime (DPT) analysis [Fig. 6D], transdifferentiating and dediffererntiating cells formed a continuum of related cells within each condition that reflected the progression from MEFs toward either myocytes or iMPCs. Importantly, we observed no obvious overlap between these conditions except for a major fraction of d4 cells from the MyoD condition that aligned with minor fractions of d4 and d8 cells from the MyoD + FRC condition in the UMAP and DPT embeddings [Fig. 6D, Supplemental Fig. S7D, see dotted ovals]. Inspection of myogenic markers revealed that these related cell populations were Myog+ myocytes present in both conditions [Fig. 6E, Supplemental Fig. S7E]. However, Myog+ cells derived in the MyoD condition lacked expression of certain differentiation markers compared with Myog+ cells derived in the MyoD + FRC condition [e.g., Myf6, Myoz1, and Myh4], suggesting that dedifferentiation generates more mature muscle cells [Fig. 6F, Supplemental Fig. S7E]. We also failed to detect expression of satellite cell markers among the transdifferentiating cells, thus ruling out that FRC selects for rare undiffererntiated cells transiently generated by MyoD expression. Moreover, we found that perturbation of transcription, chromatin, and signaling molecules impacting dedifferentiation [i.e., Suz12, Ezh2, Ebf3, Kdm3a, Hdac4, and Tet2/3] [Fig. 3I] did not significantly impair transdifferentiation [Supplemental Fig. S7F, G]. These findings support the conclusion that transdifferentiation and dedifferentiation represent largely distinct processes owing to the cooperative effects of MyoD and FRC.

**iMPCs are stably reprogrammed compared with transdifferentiated myotubes**

We reasoned that the different transcriptional and chromatin patterns of transdifferentiating and dedifferentiating intermediates might impact the stability of the final cell states [i.e., myocytes and iMPCs]. We therefore induced MyoD with Dox for 7 d in the presence or absence of FRC and then withdrew Dox for another 3 d (referred to as MyoDWD and MyoDWD + FRC conditions) before scoring stably reprogrammed myogenic cells expressing endogenous MyoD, Desmin, and Pax7-nGFP. Unexpectedly, MyoDWD cultures failed to maintain endogenous MyoD expression in the vast majority of cells and reverted toward a fibroblast-like morphology despite continuous expression of Desmin [Fig. 6F, G]. We obtained similar results when forcing MyoD cultures into terminal differentiation with horse serum prior to Dox withdrawal, thus excluding that the failure to efficiently activate endogenous Myod1 is due to our specific culture conditions.
Figure 6. Dedifferentiation and transdifferentiation follow different trajectories due to cooperative effects of MyoD and FRC. [A] Experimental outline. [B] Venn diagram depicting the overlap of DEGs up-regulated in MEFs exposed to FRC, MyoD, or MyoD + FRC \( n = 2 \) for each for 8 d relative to untreated MEFs. [C] Venn diagram depicting the overlap of DARs that open in MEFs exposed to FRC, MyoD, or MyoD + FRC \( n = 2 \) for each for 8 d relative to untreated MEFs. Enriched GO terms [bold] and selected genes are highlighted. [D] Diffusion pseudotime (DPT) representation of single-cell RNA-seq data, comparing transdifferentiating (MyoD) and dedifferentiating (MyoD + FRC) cells. Data from MyoD + FRC cells are equivalent to those in Figure 3. [E] Expression of representative genes in the DPT representation shown in D. [F] Immunofluorescence analysis of MyoD, Des, and Pax7-nGFP expression in MyoD-inducible MEFs exposed to Dox ± FRC for 7 d before withdrawing Dox for another 3 d. Scale bar, 50 \( \mu \)m. [G] Heat map showing DNAme levels for DMRs that are lost in iMPCs compared with MEFs \( n = 757 \) with selected genes highlighted. [H] Violin plots showing DNAme levels at CpGs located within DARs that open in iMPCs relative to MEFs \( n = 6756 \). [J] Gene tracks of the Six1 locus in MyoD, FRC, and MyoD + FRC cells with annotation of fSC/cSC enhancers below. [K] Analysis of DNAme and previously validated MyoD targets between MyoD \( n = 2 \) and MyoD + FRC cells at day 8 \( n = 2 \). [L] Bisulfite sequencing of putative MyoD enhancer in MEFs exposed to FRC, MyoD, or MyoD + FRC for 10 d.
in Pax7+ cells (Fig. 6F,G; Supplemental Fig. S8A). Similarly, we detected endogenous Myod1 expression in MyogWD + FRC and Myf5WD + FRC cultures but not in MyogWD + FRC cultures [Supplemental Fig. S8B], mirroring the presence of Pax7-GFP+ cells in these conditions [Fig. 4H,I]. Thus, Myod1 + FRC-mediated dedifferentiation achieves a stable muscle stem cell-like state, while Myod1-mediated transdifferentiation generates an unstable state that depends on the continuous expression of exogenous Myod1.

To define possible mechanisms underlying these different cellular outcomes, we compared chromatin accessibility and DNA methylation patterns between the Myod1 and Myod1 + FRC conditions. Motif enrichment analysis of DARs detected by ATAC-seq in Myod1 + FRC cells relative to Myod1 cells revealed an overrepresentation of binding sites for the classical MRFs as well as for Msc, Tcf12, and Ascl2 previously implicated in muscle stem and progenitor cells [Supplemental Fig. S8C,D]. Strikingly, we did not observe substantial changes in DNA methylation in Myod1-only and FRC-only cells, respectively, which is in contrast to the robust demethylation we detected in the Myod1 + FRC cells and underscores the synergistic effects of Myod1 and FRC on the epigenome (Fig. 6H). DMRs that distinguished Myod1 + FRC cells from Myod1 cells were enriched for demethylated sites with open chromatin as well as validated Myod1 targets such as Myog, Des, and Myf5 [Fig. 6I–K, Supplemental Fig. S8E]. Some of the regions exclusively demethylated in Myod1 + FRC cells overlapped with previously mapped satellite cell enhancer elements for myogenic regulators including Six1 and the Myod1 gene itself, specifically the core enhancer (CE) ~20 kb upstream of the TSS [Fig. 6J; Supplemental Fig. S8F; Goldhamer et al. 1995]. Intriguingly, we identified another DMR ~37 kb upstream of the Myod1 TSS that overlapped with the enhancer mark H3K27ac in satellite cells and was demethylated with open chromatin in Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs, fSCs, and cSCs, suggesting it plays a physiological role [Supplemental Fig. S8F]. We used bisulfite sequencing to confirm demethylation of this enhancer in the Myod1 + FRC condition [Fig. 6L; Supplemental Fig. S8G]. This enhancer was also demethylated in the Myf5 + FRC condition and to a lesser extent in the Myf5 + FRC and Myog + FRC conditions [Supplemental Fig. S8G], which correlated with the ability of these MRFs to generate Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs [Fig. 4H,I]. Moreover, FC treatment was minimally required for Myod1 enhancer demethylation and for genomic 5hmC up-regulation, highlighting a critical role of cAMP and GSK3/Wnt signaling in the demethylation process [Supplemental Fig. S8H,I]. Indeed, motif enrichment analysis of the putative Myod1 enhancer revealed binding sites for the Wnt effector Tcf3 [Tcf71] in addition to canonical muscle stem/progenitor factors such as Pax7, Msc, and Sox5 [Supplemental Fig. S8J]. Thus, our molecular comparison of Myod1 + FRC and Myod1 cells revealed potential effectors of dedifferentiation and provided a plausible epigenetic mechanism underlying the differential stability of transdifferentiated versus dedifferentiated cell states.

**Genetic uncoupling of Myod1’s potential for dedifferentiation vs. transdifferentiation**

To determine which domains of Myod1 are required for the induction of a stem cell program in one context but for the induction of a differentiated program in another context, we used Myod1 mutants with perturbed DNA binding and/or transactivation potential [Fig. 7A; Fong et al. 2015]. Briefly, we used the “MN” mutant in which Myod1’s bHLH DNA-binding domain was replaced with that of the related neurogenic bHLH factor Neurod2, MN was previously shown to associate with shared Myod1/Neurod2 targets but no longer with unique Myod1 targets in P19 cells. The “WCS” mutant contains point mutations in Myod1’s transactivation domains, which abrogate binding to the Pbx/Meis group of cofactors and impairs myogenic gene induction. “MN/WCS” is a combination of MN and WCS mutants and entirely fails to induce muscle genes in P19 cells. We lentivirally expressed each of these mutants in MEFs in the presence or absence of FRC [Supplemental Fig. S9A,B]. We found that both the MN and WCS mutants supported the transdifferentiation of MEFs to myotubes expressing Myog and Myh1, although with lower efficiency than wild-type Myod1, whereas MN/WCS entirely failed to support transdifferentiation [Fig. 7B; Supplemental Fig. S9C,D]. Critically, neither the MN nor the WCS mutant supported the dedifferentiation of MEFs to iMPCs as determined by flow cytometry for Pax7-nGFP and qPCR for endogenous Pax7 expression [Fig. 7C,D; Supplemental Fig. S9E]. These results implied that Myod1’s potential to associate with exclusive targets, specified by the Myod1-specific DNA and cofactor binding domains, is required for dedifferentiation to iMPCs but dispensable for transdifferentiation to myocytes/myotubes, thus uncoupling these two processes genetically.

To define the molecular consequences and possible effectors of these Myod1 variants, we compared the patterns of gene expression, chromatin accessibility, and DNA methylation between MEFs expressing Myod1 versus MN in the presence of FRC. We detected a large fraction of DEGs that were commonly regulated between the two conditions relative to MEFs [Fig. 7E]. These genes were associated with muscle cell identity for up-regulated DEGs and fibroblast identity for down-regulated DEGs, respectively [Fig. 7E]. In contrast, genes specifically up-regulated in the Myod1 + FRC condition were enriched for stem cell-associated GO terms and included the satellite cell regulators Pax7, Myf5, and Foxo4. Genes specifically up-regulated in the MN + FRC condition were enriched for neurogenesis-associated GO terms and included the neuronal regulators Ncam2, Neurod2, and Nav1 [Fig. 7F; Supplemental Fig. S9F]. While chromatin accessibility patterns were overall similar to gene expression patterns, we found that as many as 48% of lost DARs were shared between the Myod1 + FRC and MN + FRC conditions, while only 19% of gained DARs were shared [Fig. 7F;
Figure 7. DNA and cofactor binding activity of MyoD uncouple its potential for dedifferentiation versus transdifferentiation. (A) Depiction of MyoD/Neurod2 mutants used in this experiment. (B) Representative bright-field images of MEFs expressing either MyoD, Neurod2, MN, WCS, or MNWCS for 10 d with or without FRC. Scale bar, 100 µm. Myotubes are highlighted by white arrowheads, and iMPC colonies are highlighted by black arrowheads. Immunofluorescence images (top of each bright-field image) show expression of Myh1. Scale bar, 100 µm. (C) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis for indicated genes in MEFs expressing MyoD, Neurod2, MN, WCS, or MNWCS for 10 d in the presence of FRC. Values are normalized to the MyoD + FRC condition. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3). (D) Detection of Pax7-nGFP+ cells using MEFs expressing MyoD, MN, WCS, or MNWCS for 10 d in the presence of FRC. (E) Venn diagram showing the overlap of down-regulated and up-regulated DEGs (FC > 2, FDR < 0.01) between MyoD + FRC and MN + FRC cells (day 6) relative to MEFs (n = 2 per sample). Enriched GO terms [bold] and selected genes are highlighted. (F) Heat maps showing DARs that close or open (FC > 2, FDR < 0.01) relative to MEFs in MyoD + FRC and MN + FRC cells at day 6 (n = 2 per sample). (G) Enriched motifs in DARs that open. (H) Genome-wide 1kb bins (n = 345,904) MyoD targets (n = 10,733) (Conroy et al) relative to MEFs. (I) Transcription factor motif enrichment analysis based on DARs that open in MyoD + FRC and MN + FRC cells relative to MEFs at day 6. (J) Analysis of DNAme and published MyoD targets (n = 10,733) between MyoD + FRC (n = 2) and MN + FRC (n = 2) cells at day 6. (K) Quantification of Pax7-nGFP+ cells using MyoD-inducible MEFs exposed to the indicated siRNAs. Error bars indicate mean ± SD (n = 3). Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test: (** P < 0.01, (*** P < 0.001, (**** P < 0.0001. (L) Effect of AG14631 [Parp1 inhibitor] on iMPC induction. (K) Effect of AG14631 on transdifferentiation. Scale bars, 50 µm.
Supplemental Fig. S9I). This result suggested that fibroblast loci were efficiently closed regardless of the DNA binding specificity of MyoD, whereas the opening of muscle and neuronal loci, respectively, was more reliant on DNA binding specificity. Indeed, motifs enriched in MyoD + FRC cells were strongly associated with members of the MRF and Mef2 family [Fig. 7G; Supplemental Fig. S9H]. In contrast, motifs enriched in MN + FRC cells were strongly associated with neuronal functions, including Neurod1/2 and AP-1 [Fos/Jun] [Fig. 7G]. Accordingly, myogenic loci targeted by MyoD were more hypomethylated in the MyoD + FRC condition than in the MN + FRC condition [Fig. 7H]. Together, these results showed that chromatin remodeling, DNA demethylation, and transcriptional activation of muscle stem cell-associated genes require the potential of MyoD to associate with its unique targets in the presence of FRC.

Finally, we compared our expression data of MyoD + FRC and MN + FRC cells to identify possible transcriptional and chromatin regulators critical for dedifferentiation. We identified seven candidates [Parp1, Hey1, Sox8, Msc, Foxo4, Mamstr, and Hdac11] that were differentially expressed between MyoD + FRC and MN + FRC cells [Supplemental Fig. S9I] and then performed siRNA-mediated knockdown during dedifferentiation. Suppression of three out of seven candidates [Parp1, Hey1, and Sox8] significantly impaired the formation of Pax7-nGFP+ iMPCs [Fig. 7J]. While Hey1 and Sox8 were previously implicated in muscle stem or progenitor cells [Schmidt et al. 2003; Mourikis et al. 2012], the role of Parp1 in acquiring a muscle stem cell-like identity remains less well understood. Indeed, we observed that treatment with the Parp1 inhibitor AG-14631 completely blunted the generation of Pax7-nGFP+ cells, confirming that Parp1 is essential for dedifferentiation [Fig. 7J]. Importantly, the suppression of Parp1, Hey1, or Sox8 did not have a discernible effect on transdifferentiation [Fig. 7K, Supplemental Fig. S9J]. Thus, by comparing the transcriptional effects of MyoD and MN on the dedifferentiation process, we defined key downstream regulators required for dedifferentiation but dispensable for transdifferentiation.

Discussion

Our study provides fundamental insight into the transcriptional, epigenetic, and signaling events required for the conversion of a differentiated cell into a stable, self-renewing adult stem cell. Specifically, by dissecting the dedifferentiation of fibroblasts to iMPCs with a versatile new transgenic system, we have shown that (1) iMPCs share key molecular and functional characteristics with muscle stem/progenitor cells, including a requirement for Myf5/Myod1 and Notch signaling, (2) MyoD and FRC cooperate to gradually silence the fibroblast program before inducing the muscle stem cell-like program, (3) key stem cell-associated loci gain chromatin accessibility prior to transcriptional activation and preferentially undergo DNA demethylation, (4) Tet-dependent DNA demethylation of myogenic loci is required, while de novo methylation is dispensable for dedifferentiation, (5) dedifferentiation leads to a stable muscle stem cell-like state, whereas transdifferentiation leads to an unstable fibroblast/muscle hybrid state, and (6) DNA and cofactor binding activity of MyoD uncouples its potential for dedifferentiation versus transdifferentiation [Supplemental Fig. S10]. Collectively, our data illuminate the instructive role MyoD plays in the induction of two distinct developmental states and provides a valuable resource for studying myogenesis in vitro.

An intriguing theme emerging from our analyses is that key mechanisms associated with the dedifferentiation of MEFs to iMPCs are shared with mechanisms associated with the reprogramming of somatic cells to iPSCs [Doete et al. 2012; Polo et al. 2012; Sardina et al. 2018; Schwarz et al. 2018]. Specifically, our observation that dedifferentiation involves cell proliferation and requires 7–10 d until stem cell-associated genes are robustly activated parallels observation in iPSC reprogramming. Moreover, our finding that altered chromatin accessibility precedes transcriptional activation of crucial stem cell-associated loci and correlates with local DNA demethylation is another notable analogy to reprogramming and highlights the importance of epigenetic remodeling in both processes [Schwarz et al. 2018]. Indeed, DNA demethylation via Tet enzymes is required while de novo methylation by Dnmt3a or Dnmt3b is dispensable for iMPC generation, as was previously shown for iPSC generation [Pawlak and Jaenisch 2011; Sardina et al. 2018]. Last, we detected transient expression of adhesion, metabolic, and alternative lineage genes, particularly neuronal genes, during dedifferentiation, which is typically observed during iPSC reprogramming and may signify the acquisition of an epigenetically more plastic state [Polo et al. 2012; Schiebinger et al. 2019].

Our data suggest that MyoD endows fibroblasts with a myogenic fate that is poised to undergo terminal differentiation, while the presence of an appropriate signaling environment [i.e., FRC] diverts cell fate toward a more primitive myogenic state that undergoes continuous self-renewal and differentiation. While the precise contributions of FRC to the dedifferentiation process remain to be elucidated and are likely complex, it is noteworthy that R was dispensable for the induction of iMPCs, whereas C was dispensable for the maintenance of iMPCs. This observation implies that GSK3/Wnt signaling via C is more critical for the establishment of iMPCs, while Tgfβ signal inhibition via R is more critical for the maintenance of iMPCs, with cAMP signaling via F being important for both processes. Interestingly, studies of myogenic induction from human pluripotent cells likewise point to the activation of both Wnt and cAMP signaling as key for the emergence of Pax7+ muscle progenitors [Xu et al. 2013; Chal et al. 2015]. Thus, insights gained through our analyses will facilitate the future dissection of the role each pathway plays in the establishment and maintenance of mouse iMPCs and of ESC/iPSC-derived muscle precursors, and it may aid in the derivation of human iMPCs. Surprisingly, and in contrast to dedifferentiation, transdifferentiating MEFs failed to effectively maintain endogenous Myod1 expression and instead reverted to a hybrid
fibroblast/muscle cell state upon discontinuation of exogenous MyoD expression. We ascribe these differences to the inability of exogenous MyoD to enable sufficient chromatin remodeling and demethylation of myogenic genes, including at the Myod1 locus itself. Thus, we hypothesize that effective remodeling of chromatin and DNA methylation patterns, as is the case during iPSC reprogramming (Apostolou and Hochdelinger 2013), is important for the induction of faithfully reprogrammed iMPCs with closer molecular and functional resemblance to primary satellite cells in vivo. This notion is consistent with our finding that iMPC-derived myotubes are more mature than transdifferentiated myotubes in terms of structure/function (i.e., contractile myotubes with more myonuclei) and expression of mature muscle markers. Finally, our MyoD domain swapping experiments allowed us to genetically uncouple MyoD’s potential for transdifferentiation from its potential for dedifferentiation and define relevant downstream effectors. Our discovery that Parp1 was exclusively required for dedifferentiation is particularly intriguing in light of the fact that Parp1 collaborates with Tet2 during the demethylation of the Nanog promoter in iPSC reprogramming (Doege et al. 2012). We therefore speculate that, analogous to iPSC reprogramming, Parp1 may interact with Tet2 to rewire satellite cell-associated genes and facilitate the acquisition of a stable iMPC state. It will be important to test whether MyoD itself targets Tets and/or Parp1 to relevant targets specifically during dedifferentiation.

Our study not only illuminates the mechanisms underlying myogenic transdifferentiation and dedifferentiation but also may inform other direct lineage conversion approaches that are currently hampered by incomplete reprogramming. Specifically, ineffective silencing of the starting cell transcriptome and incomplete induction of the target cell transcriptome have been observed across alternative transdifferentiation paradigms such as MEF/hepatocyte-to-neuron [Marro et al. 2011; Treutlein et al. 2016], fibroblast-to-hepatocyte, and B cell or MEF-to-macrophage conversion [Feng et al. 2008; Morris et al. 2014]. Thus, we propose that the modulation of pathways previously shown to facilitate the generation of iPSCs from somatic cells, including FRC [Maherali and Hochdelinger 2009; Bar-Nur et al. 2018], will facilitate the generation of more faithfully reprogrammed, stable cell types using conventional transdifferentiation approaches.

Materials and methods

Plasmid generation and cloning

The coding sequence for Myod1 was amplified using Phusion polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The resulting cDNA fragment was subjected to A-tailing with Taq polymerase and inserted into pCR2.1 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) via TOPO-TA cloning. The plasmid was sequence verified, and the coding sequence for Myod1 was subcloned into pBSS1 using EcoRI to generate pBSS1-Myod1 [New England Biolabs]. Plasmids of pRRLSIN-Myod1, Neurod2, MN, and MNWCS, as well as pCS-WCS, were gifts from Dr. Stephen Tapscott [Fong et al. 2015]. To generate pRRLSIN-WCS, the pRRLSIN-MyoD and pCS-WCS vectors were digested with PmI1 and Sfi1-HF [New England Biolabs] and fragments ligated using T4 ligase [New England Biolabs]. Retroviral plasmids of pMMVL-Tet2 WT or Tet2 HD were gifts from Dr. Jose Luis Sardina and Dr. Thomas Graf [Di Stefano et al. 2014; Sardina et al. 2018].

ES cell culture and gene targeting

KH2 mouse embryonic stem cells were cultured on irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblasts in growth media [KO-DMEM [Life Technologies], 15% fetal bovine serum [FBS, Hyclone], 2 mM L-glutamine [Life Technologies], 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin [Life Technologies], 1× MEM nonessential amino acid solution [Life Technologies], 50 µM β-mercaptoethanol [Life Technologies]]. For targeting, 40 µg of pCAGGS-flp-PURO and 40 µg of pBS31-Myod1 were added to the resuspended ES cell pellet and subjected to electroporation. The cells were then seeded at clonal density onto DR4 irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblasts (GlobalStem) before initiating selection with 200 µg/mL hygromycin (Gibco). Individual colonies were selected, expanded, and genotyped via PCR.

Blotocyst injection and generation of transgenic mice

To generate transgenic mice, MyoD-inducible KH2 ES cells were injected into E3.5 blastocysts as previously described [Nagy et al. 1993; Eggan et al. 2001]. High-grade chimeras were crossed to B6/C57 wild-type mice, and agouti offspring were genotyped to confirm germline transmission. These mice were then bred to M2rtTA mice [B6/C57 background] and subsequently to Pax7-nGFP mice [Sambasivan et al. 2009]. Lgr5-GFP-DTR mice [Tian et al. 2011] were obtained from Dr. Frederic J. de Sauvage. Mice used in this study were housed and bred in specific pathogen-free (SPF) rooms located in the AAALAC-accredited Center for Comparative Medicine vivarium at Massachusetts General Hospital. All procedures involving mice adhered to the guidelines of the approved Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) protocol number 2006N001014.

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs)

Embryos carrying the tetO-MyoD, R26-rtTA, and Pax7-nGFP alleles were harvested at E13.5; the heads and internal organs were removed, and the remaining tissue was chopped and dissociated with trypsin to isolate MEFs. MEFs were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 1× MEM nonessential amino acid solution, 50 µM β-mercaptoethanol, and 10% FBS. MEFs were expanded to passages 1–2 prior to transdifferentiation or dedifferentiation.

Transdifferentiation (MEFs to myotubes)

MyoD-inducible MEFs were seeded on plates at different densities (six-well plates: 1 × 10⁵ cells/well; 12-well plates: 4 × 10⁴ cells/well; 24-well plates: 2 × 10⁴ cells/well; µ-Slide eight-well [Ibidi]: 1 × 10⁴ cells/well). Transdifferentiation experiments were performed in KO-DMEM supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 1× MEM nonessential amino acid solution, 50 µM β-mercaptoethanol, 10% FBS, 10% knockout serum replacement (KSR; Life Technologies), 10 ng/mL bFGF (Peprotech), and 2 µg/mL doxycycline (Dox; Sigma).
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Dedifferentiation (MEFs to iPSCs)

Dedifferentiation experiments were performed in KO-DMEM supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 1× MEM nonessential amino acid solution, 50 µM β-mercaptoethanol, 10% FBS, 10% KSR, 10 ng/mL bFGF, 2 µg/mL Dox, 5 µM forskolin (Sigma), 5 µM Repsox (Sigma), and 3 µM ChIR99021 (Tocris).

Isolation of freshly isolated satellite cells (fSCs) and cultured satellite cells (cSCs)

fSCs were isolated from 8–10 wk age of mice as previously described [Maesner et al. 2016]. For cSCs, fSCs were seeded on 96-well plated coated with 1 µg/mL collagen type I from rat tail (Sigma) and 10 µg/mL mouse Laminin (Invitrogen) and were cultured for 6 d in F10 (Gibco) supplemented with 20% horse serum (Gibco), 100 µM penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, and Glu-taMAX (Thermo). BFGF (5 ng/mL; Sigma) was added daily.

Differentiation of cSCs to mature myotubes

To induce differentiation of cSCs into mature myotubes, cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 1x MEM nonessential amino acid solution, and 2% horse serum.

RNA-seq

RNA-seq libraries were constructed from polyadenosine [polyA]-selected RNA using NEBNext Ultra directional RNA library prep kit for Illumina [New England BioLabs]. Libraries were amplified for 14 cycles and validated using a 2200 TapeStation system and high sensitivity D1000 ScreenTape kit. Libraries were quantified using the Kapa Biosystems library quantification kit (KK4828) and the Bio-Rad CFX96 instrument. These pools were then denatured to 16 µM with 1% PhiX and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 instrument.

Reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS)

Genomic DNA was quantified using a Qubit 3.0 fluorometer. RRBS was performed on 100 ng of each sample using the NuGEN Ovation RRBS methyl-seq system following the manufacturer’s recommendations. Bisulfite conversion of DNA was conducted using the Qiagen EpiTect fast bisulfite conversion kit. Libraries were then sequenced on the Illumina NovaSeq6000, generating 100-bp single-end reads.

ATAC-seq

ATAC-seq was performed as previously described [Buenrostro et al. 2013]. Thirty-six thousand cells were washed once with 100 mL of PBS and resuspended in 50 mL of lysis buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl₂, 0.2% IGEPAL CA-630]. The suspension of nuclei was then centrifuged at 500g for 10 min at 4°C, followed by the addition of 50 mL of transposition reaction mix (26 mL of TD buffer, 2.5 mL of Tn5 transposase, 22.5 mL of nucleoside-free H₂O) and incubation for 30 min at 37°C. DNA was isolated using MinElute kit (Qiagen). Libraries were amplified by PCR (13 cycles). After the PCR reaction, the library was selected for fragments between 100 and 1000 bp with AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter). Libraries were purified with Qiaquick PCR (Qiagen) and integrity-checked on a Bioanalyzer before sequencing.

Single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq)

Cells (1000 cells/µL) were resuspended with PBS and were loaded into a Chromium 10x system. scRNA-seq libraries were generated from approximately 5000 cells per sample using a Chromium 10x instrument with version 3.0 kit.

Method details are provided in the Supplemental Material.
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